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PREFACE
This work was \mdertaken with a view to clarifying, in the
mind of the reader, a remedy employed by certain industries for
what were considered insurance ills. Since John Marshall held
that Insurance was a cost of production. Insurance Expense has
been an appreciable item in the statements of producers. The
discussion here presented includes a study of both the insur-
ance situation and the remedy. Self-insurance.
Balance sheets of Insurance companies are provided in an
appendix in order to indicate the size of carriers and their im-
portance. Values of securities are based on ^Convention Values”
that is, the market value of stocks and bonds as of June 30,1930
The writer acknowledges his indebtedness to those who have
assisted him, and trusts the report will be of value to those
interested in insurance.
William A. Parks
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CHAPTER I
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INTRODUCTION TO PART I.
In all forms of business enterprise, whether sole
proprietorship, partnership, or corporation, insurance to-day
is regarded as a necessity. It had its beginning in the earliest
days of commerce and the interchange of commodities between
people, and its development has kept pace with forms of produc-
tion, from the agricultural period through the Industrial
Revolution into the present Industrial age. From Marine
Insurance, risk-bearing has passed to every known hazard. Life
and Fire Insuratnce companies are well established while Casualty
lines are being added periodically. Surety and Bonding insurance
is as old as ^n's trustworthiness.
Insurance is defined in Webster as ”a contract whereby,
for a stipulated consideration, called a ‘premium,* one party
undertakes to indemnify or guarantee another against loss by a
certain specified contingency or peril, called a ‘risk* the
contract being set forth in a document called the ‘policy.*”
The definition seems to preclude the possibility of self-insurance,
since it expressly states ”one party undertakes ...to indemnify
...another.” The term may be modified as the description of a
process whereby the entrepreneur arranges for indemnification
for losses sustained due to economic risk by means of allocating
his own funds to the contingency or transferring the risk to
another for a consideration.
Ii
i V.
I
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In order to show the scope of insurance, and the
usual method of transferring insurable risk, Part I. discusses
the types and organization of carriers as they now operate. The
writer draws most of his information on the subject from actual
experience in the service of both stock and mutual companies,
in claim, statistical and finance departments. No attempt is
made to select any single type of carrier as the best with which
to insure. It is for the prospective insurant to investigate
the particular company, for in all classifications there are
both poor and excellent companies. Reinsurance is discussed not
only as a form of insurance but also as an integral part of
the sound self-insurance plan. In this connection the writer
acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. George A. Cowee, reinsurance
expert for the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Boston,
and to Mr. Chester B. Kenney, underwriter for the Century
Indemnity Company of Hartford, Connecticut.
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CHAPTER II
TYPES OF CARRIERS
STOCK COMPANIES. (1)
Stock Companies derive their name from the fact that
ownership is vested in the holders of shares of capital stock.
The stockholders are not necessarily policyholders in the
company; in fact, they usiially axe merely speculators or
interested in financial advantage through their investment. As
in other corporations, the directors are chosen by the stock-
holders; the extent of the financial interest of the director
may be only to hold the numbers of shares required by law in
order to qtialify for his position.
The business of the stock insurance company is usually
large and many different lines are written. They operate through
agencies throughout the country, and claim, therefore, that better
service is rendered the policyholder. Operating over a large area
a wider distribution of risk is obtained and the law of average
is more ready of application. Another advantage claimed for the
stock company is that the insured pays the premium once and need
not worry while his policy is in force that he may be called upon
to pay an assessment. The Stock Company pays a comparatively high
commission to agents, however, which averages from 2 to 5^ higher
than does that of the Mutual, but an appreciable proportion
of its volume is obtained because of the higher rate, since
(1) See Appendix A, page 99
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most of the insurance written in the United States comes from
agents who sell as well for one company as another. Few
purchasers of insurance ocpress a preference for one company
over another, so that the agent many times extols the virtues
of the company paying the higher commission whether or not
that company is better or less powerful. The result has been
that competition among companies must be curbed either by
inter-oompany agreements or legislation. The insurers did
not like to cut commissions and thereby take the risk of
losing the agent *s business, nor were they desirous of
maintaining a high source of expense. Their volume of business
is the highest of all types of carriers; stock companies
in the period 1923 - 1931, inclusive, wrote ^6,449,000,000
(l
)
of all lines, while mutuals wrote only $883,000,000.
The profits realized by the stock company are
available for reserves, surplus or dividends to the stock-
holders, who have an equity in the surplus and those reserves
not required by law or the position of the company. The
system is economically sound in that insurance may be con-
sidered as something to be sold, or the removal of a burden
from business for a consideration, if we assiome that the
fund created is provided by the investors and that the premium
is the price paid for the risk-bearing and the services rendered.
(l) Best*s Casxialty Insurance Reports, 1932.
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There is good reason for such a basic idea as in insurance
companies there is the original economic risk of the entrepre
neur and the acciamilative risk of the group of policy-holders
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MUTUAL COMPANIES. (1)
The most distinct difference between stock and mutual
companies is in the form of ownership. Whereas the shareholders
of the stock company, with limited liability, are the owners,
the policyholders are the owners of the mutual. The theoretical
basis of mutuals is a number of persons, businesses or corpora-
tions grouped together for the purpose of assisting each other
in the bearing of various risks. The total amount of the risks
is borne proportionally by each member of the group. We may
imagine ten persons engaged in the same business all of whom are
subject to the same hazard but whose risk of loss varies with
the amount of their investment, or the degree to which each one
is liable to damage. The total exposure is made up of the sum
of the individual risks, and the contribution to the fund is made
in the same direct ratios.
Having purchased a policy in a mutual company, the
insured thereby becomes a member of a group having the same or
a similar insiirable hazard. So long as he remains a policyholder
and the company remains solvent, he continues to be a member
of that group. If, however, the company becomes insolvent,
usually the insured is liable to pay an assessment limited to
the amount of his premium. In this fact lies another
difference between the mutual and stock companies; the
policyholder of the stock company is no longer financially inter-
CD See Appendix B, page 100
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ested after having paid his premium. The factor is one of
the best selling points for agents of stock companies, but
the mutual companies are impressing the insviring public with
its corollary, that by means of the fund so collected by
assessment those claiming against mutuals suffer a compara^^
tively smaller loss than do creditors or claimants of stock
companies*
In no state is the amount for which the policyholder
may be liable less than the amo\mt of his premium, but some
states, which a few mutuals fed have strongly felt the influ-
ence of the stock company, put the limit as high as "ten
times the stated premi\am."^ The amount is affected entirely
by the prior management of the company. Although it is
sometimes said that the management of the mutual is inferior
to that of the stock company, there is no foundation for the
statement as applied to specific cases. The cause probably
lies in the ease with which a group might form a mutual,
although in reality it should be no more difficult than to
organize a stock company, but the poorly managed stock company
that was short lived affected only the stockholder; the policy-
holder lost only the unearned premium. When a mutual company
was begun too hastily not only was the management that of a
bankrupt corporation but each policyholder found himself no
(1) "Insurance Principles and Practice", Riegel and Loman, p.43.
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longer insTired and his omearned premivim wiped out while he
continued liable for an additional amount. More persons were
affected so that the statement found credence, but there is
no reasonable basis for it.
The assessment covers claims from all losses under
all the groups. It is not confined to each policyholder for
the claims arising from dameige under the hazard of any single
group. Lines are withdrawn in the case of insolvency. But in
most states, Massachusetts among them, no dividend may be paid
to a policyholder unless the group as a unit has earned
sufficient surplus to warrant suoh a declaration. A mutual may
insure for Workmen* s Compensation, automobile liability and
general liability. There may be enough profit realized to pay
a 20^ dividend to all policyholders, but if the Workmen *s
Compensation group earned 30^,the general liability group 25^
and the automobile group sustained a loss, no dividend may be
paid to the Automobile Liability policyholders, although the
company, after setting aside legal reserves, is permitted to pay
dividends to the other groups. But, although the Automobile
Liability group did not receive as much as it paid out, no
assessment is called for so long as the company remains solvent.
The illustration is apt especially in Massachusetts, where
several mutual conpanies, altho\igh operating Workmen *6 Compensation
and property damage lines at a profit, have suffered severe
losses in writing Automobile Public Liability under the
/r • - .
»
.
- .u
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Massachusetts Compulsory Liability Act,
Although text writers have apparently been swayed
by public opinion somewhat and drawn conclusions that the stock
companies are economically sounder than are mutuals,
whatever difference there is in soundness is purely accidental.
It can not be said with any degree of truth that the management
of the one is better than that of the other. The funds avail-
able are comparable, for the statutes in most states do not
differentiate between the two in the amount stip\ilated as a
minimum for the formation of a new company. But in this very
fact is one of the first abuses that may be wrought by organizers
of a mutual company for the purpose of insuring under Workmen*
s
Compensation Acts, so-called. The premium is calculated on an
estimated payroll for the period. The unscrupulous promoter
finds it easy to ”pad” the estimate and write on his books a
high premium receivable. By law it is permitted to accept a
note as part payment of the paid-in premium. Only a few risks aie
necessary to total the minimum capitalization required. The company
having been formed, the payroll is audited and the excess
first becomes unearned premium, then may be returned to the
policyholder. By the same token, the price per share of stock
may be higher than warranted, that is, it may be "watered”, and
thus provide book accounts sufficient for the granting of a
license to do business as an insurance company. Actual cases
are rare, but frequent enough to cause the prospective purchaser
of insurance to exercise extreme diligence in selecting the
bearer of his risk.

(10
Although stock companies write the great bulk of
insurance in the United States, the rise of the Mutual
Company has been rapid. It is a mutual that writes more
strictly casualty business than any other, insurance company,
ranking fourth in the list of ”all-line‘' companies. The trend
is toward mutuals, principally because, other elements being
similar, such as management and service, they have ridden the
storm of depression remarkably well.
The services of the Mutual are sometimes said to be in-
ferior to those of the stock companies, but branch offices
solve the problem presented by lack of agents, who, receiving
lower ccMnmissions, favor the stock company. Safety campaigns
may be carried on just as effectively and actual engineering
services as carefully and efficiently by either. Both claim
nationwide claim branches where the traveller is treated
no less courteously by the one than the other. During the
period 1923 to 1931, premiums written by mutual companies
were 13.6^ of those written by stock. In 1931, however,
mutual companies wrote 15.8^ of the total written by stock.
^
« « » * « 41
1 Best*s Insurance Reports, 1932
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PARTICIPATING STOCK COMPANIES.
A method of insuring which is not so well-known
as the foregoing is that of the Participating Stock Company.
Organized with a capital contributed by means of the purchase
of shares of capital stock, it provides for the distribution
of a portion of the profit to the policyholders. The formation
of the company is the same as in the case of stock companies
and is regulated by the same statutes.
The Participating Stock Company has obvious advantages.
From the point of view of the stockholder, the policy should be
more easily sold than for the Stock Companies since the policy-
holder is offered a return on his premium. But at the same
time the share of profit to the stockholder is reduced by the amount
to which the policy-holders participate. In order to make it
attractive to both, profits must be large. Some of the expense
is reduced by the practice of many of such companies of not
paying a commission to agents, or at least paying them at a
very low rate. There is no general method used in limiting the
return to either the policyholder or the share-holder. Some
operate on a plan by which the dividend is first paid to the
stockholder and the remainder available to the insured; others
reverse the method and return first to the policyholder.
Although this form of organization is not general, it
may be used to good advantage. As in the mutual coirpany the
insured is reimbursed to some extent; at the same time, although

(13
participating in the profits, he is not liable to an assessment.
Practically, however, the policyholder and the stockholder are
very often the same. It may become, then simply a means of
avoiding the disadvantage of the mutual company in that regard
while enjoying its benefits and having the security of the
stock company.
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LLOYDS. (1)
The form of Lloyds organizations is particularly
interesting to a student of business associations. The name is
derived from the Lloyds of London, an organization known popularly
for its willingness to insure against any hazard, (even that of
being the father of twins, if it be a hazard). In this country
it is usually a group of individuals, persons, partnerships
or corporations who agree to underwrite the risk limiting their
several liability to a certain sum. The beginnings of the plan
may be seen in the first risk-beaing by underwriters; the
word •’under-writer” describes it well.
The scene may have been laid anywhere, many times in a
London ’’pub,” A ship-owner, ready to go to sea, presented his
risk to a group, the description of the cargo, condition of the
ship, and the destination and probable period to be covered
set forth at the top of a long sheet. They agreed on a consid-
eration and one signed his name \inder the contract, writing a
sum for which he agreed to be liable beside his name. Others did
the same, adding the amount of his liability. Each one agreed
with the owner of the vessel, not with the other members of the
group. After a time the whole amount of the risk was subscribed.
The premium was divided among the ••underwriters” in proportion
to the amounts set opposite their names, for which amount the
subscriber bore the risk.
(1) See Appendix C, page 101
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Such a form of insurance might he undertaken by any group
and the record of some of the "Lloyds" in this country demon-
st^s that it is many times used by a few who abuse its bene-
fits. The name has not the reputation here that is warranted
by the outstanding integrity and character of the Lloyds of London.
So successful has the association been in its dealings that it
is highly respected among those familiar with its operations. The
success of the method depends on the promptness of payment in
case of loss backed by the men who subscribe to the agreement.
There is no joint liability; the member himself is the only one
liable for the amount he \mdertakes to carry. Past celerity in
recognizing obligations under the policy have won for Lloyds of
London a high reputation.
The form has not been changed in many years. Some of
the members specialize in certain lines and will underwrite no
other risks, so that for the common hazards policies are printed
listing the names of the usual subscribers. If one wishes to
insure against a contingency not frequently carried by insurance,
the form is practically the same as in years long past; the
contract is printed and the premium having been agreed upon, not
haggled over or bargained for, but with a scientific background
at least, the agreement is circulated among the members until
the entire subscription is completed.
Inasmuch as the reputation must be maintained according
to the English tradition, only men of the highest standing enjoy
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a place in the membership. Not only must they be financially
sound, but "moral hazard" in each case must be reduced to a
minimum. They are strictly \inderwritere. The system of insurance
seems to most of us to be a wagering agreement, and Lloyds is
regarded by some as a betting organization; but its bets are
few and chances are calculated in just the same way as for life
or casualty. Associations known as Lloyds flo\irish periodically
in the United States and undertake to write any risk, but
not only have some of the promoters been of poor character, but
their "odds" have been the result of mere guesswork. Little
or no government regulation is possible unless such contracts
were to be declared illegal. Experience should teach us, however,
that abuses of moral soundness can not be legislated entirely
away. Any American Association founded on the same sound
y
principles as is Lloyds of London should enjoy the same
success.
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RECIPROCALS.
The Reciprocal, known also as Inter-insurance ex-
change, is defined as "A partnership between individuals,
firms and corporations acting together through an attorney-
in-fact for the purpose of selling insurance to each other.
^
From 1912, the reciprocal has shown remarkable growth although,
like the "Lloyds”, it has been the subject of some abuse.
Its form permits the unscrupulous promoter to take advantage of
the benefits of the organization for his own purposes, but
fortunately there are many sound associations of the type v^ioh
function securely. There is a fundamental fiduciary relation-
ship between the members and the manager which suggests at the
outset an investigation into the character of both.
Although the reciprocal is defined as a partnership,
it is not such a form of enterprise in its strict sense.
The partnership has as one of its advantages to creditors the
element of joint liability. On the insolvency of a firm the
creditors may apply the assets of a single partner for all the
liabilities of the partnership, regardless of what proportion that
partner *8 investment bears to those of other members. It is
maintained by the proponents of the inter-insurance exchange that
it is not a partnership but that each member enters the agreement
severally as an individ-ual. The objection arises that prima facie
the form of association is sufficient to prove joint liability.
( 1.) ”Cas\ialty Inter-insurance Exchanges," B.V. Hubbard, p. 7.
t
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In its simplest sense, the Exchange is a group of
ass\ired8 who insure each other and themselves in a common
fund managed by an attorney-in-fact who may be either an individual
or a corporation. The members usually are subject to the same or
similar hazards, so that the rating problem is practically not
present. Premiums are calculated uniformly lower than tariff for
all members and provide the initial source of the exchange fund.
The manager receives between 20 and 25^ of the total paid in
for his services; the balance, 80 or 75^ is used for the
expenses, losses, and other claims which arise. The association
presents the same elements as the mutual in that the members,
while insuring each other are themselves insured, but the group
does not insure the individual in the exchange; each member sub-
scribes to a proportion of the losses of the other members. The
plan combines, then, features of the Lloyds to a limited extent
and of the mutual. As in the mutual, some Exchanges provide for
assessments to be levied against the members at times of finan-
cial stress or insolvency; they range from a portion of the amount
of the premium to ten times the original deposit.
Since the plan of administration is unique in the insur-
ance business it can not be included in the general description
of organizations of insurance cixnpanies. Depending on the faith
and trust of the members placed in the attorney-in-fact, the
powers granted to him are extensive. His position assumes its
character from the theory that the members of the group, having
probably insured elsewhere, are now permitting their insurance
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affairs to be oared for by a person on whom they know they
may rely. All the functions of the ordinary insurance company
are his* The underwriting task is simplified by the group
having decided that each of the others is a desirable risk.
There is no rating problem. The manager, as the attorney-in-fact
is called, handles all the claim work. Although the members
maintain that their liability is several, a process served on the
manager binds each member. Texas decisions maintain that
judgments are several, that is, that the assets of a single mem-
ber who may be financially stronger than are the others may not
be reached for satisfaction. There has been little adjudica-
tion of the situation so the question is still moot. The
manager brings suits and defends all actions against the
exchange. Generally in investigations he employs independent
adjusters whom he pays from the exchange funds. All settlements
of claims are made under his direction.
In fine, all the control of the association is in
his hands. For a lower cost insurance the member gives up the
security of a larger organization; his position may be main-
tained if his confidence in the manager is justified, for on
that factor almost entirely depends the success of the plan.
Managers have been known to incorporate for the purpose of
concealing assets, ins\iring poor risks, and in some cases
converting the Exchange port" folios There seems to be no
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reason, other than the lack of competence and dishonesty of
the manager, why the Exchange has not at least an equal chance
for reliability in operation.^*
At the present time there are several lines written
by reciprocals. The principal kind first was fire, and later
concerns began to write lumber risks. Now the different lines
include^
1) Sprinklered risks of the highest grade.
2) Those specializing on l\imber business.
3) Those which insure only concerns in a single
industry, or which classify their business into
groups consisting of concerns in a single industry.
4) Those which write a general line of mercan-
3
tile risks, both sprinklered and non-sprinklered.
5) Those insuring owners of automobiles sigainst
fire, theft, collision, property damage liability,
etc., or any combination of these classes.
6) Those which confine their operations to casu-
alty lines, principally workmen* s compensation and
general liability.
1. Casualty Insurance Principles, p. 182.
2. Best’s Insurance Reports, 1932, p. 723.
3. Distinction is usually made in regard to presence of sprinkler
systems as they affect fire hazard.
'XT
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OTHERS,
ASSESSMENT ACCIDENT AND HEALTH ASSOCIATIONS, (D
Most of the Assessment Assocletions are similar to the
mutual type of organization in principle. Instead of paying
dividends, however, the process of collecting premiums is osten-
sibly reversed. Theoretically the policy holder is assessed
an amount sufficient to pay expenses and losses over a period.
Should the assessment be greater than necessary so that a
surplus is created, a later assessment is less than the prior.
In this way the dividend payment is avoided, since the surplus
is used to decrease the premium of a subsequent period.
The ntimber of such companies is not imposing although
their financial structure is comparatively small and many
fraternal organizations are affiliated with the associations.
Out of approximately seventy-five considered in Best's Insurance
Reports, only four have assets over $1,000,000, while one addi-
tional had Cash Income above that amount. Experience with them
has been satisfactory. They write only selected risks and, although
the list of those permitted to join a typical association seems
to include a great many insurable vocations, in very few may
a student insure, and almost all exclude housewives.
Two of these companies dominate the field, the Mutual
Benefit Health and Accident Association, of Omaha, Nebraska, and
the Commercial Travelers Mutual Aid Association of New York.
Together they write a volume of over $12,000,000,
(1) See Appendix D, page 102
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TITLE AND MORTGAGE GUARANTEE INSURANCE.
Companies which write Title and Mortgage Gxiarantee
Insurance are comparatively few but they do a large volume
of business. Practically all are stock companies; out of
about sixty operating in 1931, twenty-six were capitalized
at over $1,000,000, and fifteen claimed surplus over that
amount. Thirty-one have admitted assets of over two millions
of dollars.
Their chief functions are (l) to insiire against
liability for breach of warranty of title in sales of real
property, and (2) to act as guarantor in the mortgage of real
property up to a specified amount. This type of insurance is
made compulsory in some states while others have created state
funds to carry the risk. This is known usually as Torrens
Title insurance. Private insurers were reluctant many
times to insure a risk where there was some doubt as to the
legal validity of a title claim. States having Torrens Title
Insurance guarantee the title and thus assist in facilitating
the transfer of real property. In the United States there
are twenty states having the Torrens System.
1. Edward L. McKenna, Ph. D. A thesis on "State Insurance
on Land Titles in the United States." 1925.
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ORGANIZATION AND DEPARTMENTALIZATION
ORGANIZATION.
The departmental organization of most Casualty insur-
ance carriers are similar insofar as the purposes to be served
are the same. In all^ the risk offered must be investigated,
and, if accepted, is rated and a policy is issued. During the
period of liability the comx)any instructs the insured in loss
prevention, and when a loss occurs the claim must be investigated
and settlement made. The funds received from premiums are
divided between reserves and investments, and the risk is re-
insured with another carrier.
In practically every company operating in casualty
lines the simple process is the same. There are variations in
method, but since the results to be accomplished are comparable
the functions are similar. The chart, on page 23, demonstrates
graphically the divisions of the plan generally used, and the
relative positions of the departments.
The various types of ownership have been described
in a previous chapter. The block containing "members” would
represent "stockholders" in a "stock” company.
OFFICIALS.
The Board of Directors of a going concern is elected
by vote of the members or stockholders who exercise their
privilege as do shareholders in any corporation. The directors
are required to own shares of stock or, in a mutual, to be
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policyholders. Their holdings are often negligible and their
interests are called "qualifying” shares. Also members of the
Board are the President of the concern ajid the Vice Presidents,
who \isually hold office by choice of the Board from year to
year. The size of the Board varies from five to twenty-five, and
the number of officers, especially Vice Presidents, depends upon
the size of the organization. It is generally provided that the
Board of Directors shall manage and conduct all the business
and affairs of the company and other functions that may become
necessary. Theirs is the veto power over committees appointed
by them. The most important of these is the investment committee
which has the direct responsibility of preparing and maintaining
an adequate and safe portfolio.
Some organizations contain a "Reinsurance Committee"
but treaties are so common and reinsuring has become so automatic
that the responsibility is usually delegated to the Underwriting
Department.
The Board of Directors fixes salaries of all the offi-
cers, and determines the forms, rates of premiums, dividends,
and all terms and conditions of the policies and contracts of
insurance entered into by the company. No change may be made
without the approval of the board.
The general supervision of the business and affairs of
the company is the function of the President. He presides at
meetings of the Board of Directors or Stockholders* or Members*
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meetings. In his absence the ranking Vice President performs,
his duties. They are seldom speoifioally set forth as he maintains
supervision over every department and controls the policy of the
company with the approval of the Board which he is permitted to
call together for any matter which he deems warrants such
action.
The Secretary, it is provided, shall keep a record of
votes cast at meetings and of the proceedings; and shall record
all policies issued. His is the underwriting responsibility,
Some larger companies employ Financial Secretaries whose sole
duty is to supervise the investments of the corporation. He is
usually a specialist long experienced in financial analysis; the
size of his responsibility directly depends upon the size of the
organization.
The Treasurer in most companies is directly in charge
of the financial affairs. Since it is his duty to prepare
exhibits demonstrating the condition of the company, all account-
ing and statistical work is delegated to him. Changes of policy
may and often do emanate from his department which is known various-
ly as the Finance, General Finance, Accounting, Treasury and
Statistical.
Although the General Manager ha*s more detail duties
to perform than any other officer, his responsibility is so general
that a description of his duties would be superfluous. One
company, in fact, permits him to have such powers and so manage
the affairs of the company as are conferred upon him by the Board,
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etnd 80 long as they are not inconsistent with the law,
1
DEPARTMENTS.
PRODUCTION.
Production is the securing of new business and the
retention of old. Practically all companies accept business
1
written by agents, paid by commission on the original premium.
The Agency business is by far the greatest source of insurance
business although some direct writing is done. The eigent, however,
knows the people in his community and is in a better position,
to administer to the insurance needs of the client. Some companies
through their branch offices, attempt to write business direct,
but agency business is more lucrative to the employer and some
commission must be offered,
PUBLICITY.
The size of the publicity department varies. At times
it may be a single room, and again it may occupy an entire floor,
but all companies provide for campaigns not only in favor of their
own company but also of a general character. Almost all are
subscribers to the National Safety Council, and the choice of
exhibits and other propaganda is the function of the publicity
department in close connection with the underwriting department.
An example of their work is seen in poster displays, pamphlets,
blotters and form letters prepared for issuance by the company
2
to the public and to agents for their own uses.
4i 4i « « « * 4i *
1, See chart, page 27.
2, See folder attached.
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UNDERWRITING,
The Underwriting department is usually the largest
in the organization. There the risk is accepted and classified
if not on the list of prohibited risks or found undesirable. The
riks is rated according to its kind and classification and a
policy form prepared and written. All forms are made up in this
department with the approval of the Board of Directors. The
experience of the risk, received from the statistical department,
is reviewed here and renewal or cancellation of business their
proper function. Where the size of the company does not warrant
special attention given to reinsurance by a committee, the under-
writing department handles it under treaties entered into by the
Board. This department is the contact between the agent and
the company. Where special agents are employed, they are the
accoxmt executives for the company in the matter of instruction
of agents and general supervision over agency affairs.
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS.
The Service Departments contain other subsidiary
divisions. The Engineering usually controls an auxiliary section
known as the Inspection division, tho-ugh in larger companies the
two may be divided while operating in close harmony. The risk,
when offered, is subjected to a close scrutiny as to its desira-
bility, and very often must undergo a physical inspection. De-
ficiencies are reported to the engineers who plan and provide
means for making the risk less hazardous. The engineering
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department reports to the underwriting department with recommenda^*
tions for the final disposition of the application. The work
of the engineering and inspection divisions is of extreme impor-
tance to the company as upon them frequently depends the acceptance
of doubtful risks that, through the efforts of the department,
may become very profitable.
The Claim Department is too often given only a minor
position in the affairs of the company. Its task being to
investigate and adjust claims for losses under the policy, it is
at once the greatest single outlet of the company* s f\inds, and
at the same time one of the best "selling-points” of the publicity
department which employs such phrases as "Paid out in losses
last year" several millions of dollars, but while the company
points with pride to the amount expended on claims, the department
tries its utmost to keep the figure as low as possible.
A policy having been written, the company is immediately
subject to liability, according to the terms of the contract.
A loss occurs and the claim department must ascertain whether
the terms cover the loss; frequently liability is denied.
If the policyholder is conscientious ajad sincere in his claim,
he reports to his agent that he is dissatisfied, and the agent
in turn may threaten to place his business elsewhere. The
underwriting department, usually proud of the low loss ratio
because it is a compliment to its underwriting ability, communi-
catee with the claim department and requests quite forcefully
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that the claim he paid. It is the claim section of the orgeiniza-
tion where the real reputation of the company is made, and a gi-
gantic task, that of satisfying all the parties at interest,
involving acumen and diplomacy, is well accomplished by the
claim department.
Subdivisions include, especially in Workmen* s Compen-
sation Carriers, the Medical Department, Adjusting or Field, and
the inside force, the Legal Division. By means of the Medical
Division, the company is enabled to maintain a close scrutiny
of the claimanite condition, and estimate fairly the value of the
claim. Preliminary work is done first by the Field to whom the
oases are assigned for investigation by the Legal division.
Recommendations are made by the adjuster to the "inside” man and
advice relative to the law on the claim is returned. Liability
having been accepted, the Legal section* s responsibility is ended,
but should suit be brought that division defends the action.
ADMINISTRATIVE.
The detail work of the organization is the function of
the acaministrative department. The acco\mting and statistical
divisions, co-ordinated in every company, are sometimes separated
and the one equal to the other, or in the larger casualty companies
made subservient to the other. The Liberty Mutual in Boston
employs the statistical section as an adjunct to the accounting
while the statistical is the major division in the Kemper Grcup
which includes the Lumbermens Mutual, the Federal Mutual, The
American Motorists Insurance Company, (a stock company) and several
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Others. The individual experience, not only of the risks but
also of the agents, is tabulated here, and all the records of the
company under the supervision of the General Manager.
The remaining fxinctions of the department include all
types of clerical work, such as stenographic and filing. The
mailing work is under the administration of this division as well
as employment and instruction. Intra-company campaigns for safe-
ty or welfare as well as economy, while inaugurated in other
departments, are supervised by the Administrative.
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CHAPTER IV
REINSURANCE.
Insurance is founded on the principle of transferring
risk to an agency more capable of sustaining losses which may
occur because of the hazard. When a person or business takes out
a policy of insurance he is removing the burden of risk from his
own undertaking and giving it to another. But j\i8t as the risk
is too great for the insTired to bear, so, also, may it be too
burdensome for the insurer. Although permitted by law to write
high limits of liability, most insurers do not bear all the risk
up to that limit.
Fundamentally insurance deals in futures. As the wheat
dealer lessens his chance of loss by a hedging operation, so also
does the insurance company. The wheat merchant who buys a quantity
of wheat for future delivery sells it for future delivery in order
that he will not sustain a loss on account of fluctuations in
price, but by the seune transaction, he also denies himself the
possibility of making a profit. This is the basis of "reinsurance.”
The insurer who has contracted to accept liability for a large
amount in case of a loss, transfeis a portion of the contingent
liability to another insurer. He pays a premium and a policy is
issued as in the case of the original insured. The company now
is in the position of insurer for the policyholder, and Is insured
as a policyholder by another company.
The reasons for the practice are the same as for insurance
itself. Although theoretically the insurance principle has its
basis in the "law of large numbers," that is, that when a large
number of risks are combined the total losses within a given period
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may be foretold with a higb degree of certainty, practically,
the size of the individual risks differ so much that a loss under
a single policy may entirely wipe out the company* s reserves or
at least appreciably cripple it. There is no difficulty in con-
ceiving of a number of events that prove the likelihood of such
an occurrance. An earthquake might destroy an entire city, and
life-insurance beneficiaries are at the companies' doors. An
explosion in a factory, or a vessel sinking might render a com-
pany liable to the extent of thousands of dollars. Only a few
years ago the roof of a theatre, overburdened with twenty-four
inches of snow, collapsed, killing several persons.
The files of insurance companies contain some of the
most heart-rending tales of disaster imaginable; we may recall
the burning of Halifax, the Fall River Fire, the terrible explo-
sions in the City of Pittsburgh. Individual risks in all of these
places had been accepted by insurance companies. No one of them
w^re sufficient to cause insolvency, but in total few insurers could
stand the sudden drain of their resources. Such events are called
shock losses” due to the "catastrophe hazard." No insurer may
feel that it is immune; the larger the company with excellent
reserves and the higher is its contingent liability. The
"catastrophe" may be less than for a smaller company, but neither
can afford to be without protection. Reinsurance is resorted to;
the catastrophe hazard is distributed to others.
Companies find it neoessary to reinsure for several
reasons, The "catastrophe hazard" is the leading cause, but there
are others equally important. The company that can not show a
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substantial amount of reinsurance on Its books, either sold to
others or accepted by itself, is not in a favorable position to
compete with other carriers. The practice provides greater security
for the policyholder since he is then insured in two companies,
the one always remaining liable should the other fail. Not only
is it offered as a guarantee to policyholders, but reinsuring for
others is a source of new business and increases the volume of
business.
Many small insurers in Massachusetts have had intimate
experience with reinsurance. In the event of some of the smaller
insurers under the Compulsory Automobile Liability Act^ so-called,
becoming insolvent, it has been the practice to reinsure with another
company. Each assured is notified of the change of the carrier.
Other companies desiring to discontinue a certain line, reinsure
outstanding policies with others.
All the methods of reinsurance are the developments of
the basic principle involved in hedging. In each only a portion
of the total exposure is insured with others. The original insurer
retains up to the limit he desires; such portion of the liability
is called the "retention;” the excess is called the "cession*."
It is not absolutely necessary to cede any insurance if reserves
are adequate, but if not there are several plans that may be
adopted. They are by means of
1) Direct reinsurance
2) Coinsurance
3) Facultative reinsurance.
*****
1. See folder attached.
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4) Reinsurance Treaties
5) Reinsurance Pools
6) Reinsurance Companies.
1) DIRECT REINSURANCE.
Direct Reinsurance is used but little in this co\intry.
Occasionally, in order to satisfy a client who insures in several
lines, an insxirer may issue a policy in a line not usually
written but which it is permitted to write by law. This method is
used generally by self-insurers who issue small-coverage policies
such as Landowners Liability in order to qualify the directors as
policyholders as required under statutes.^ The coverage having
been accepted, it is reinsured in its entirety with another
company and the premium is transferred. Strictly speaking there
is no element of excess hazard except insofar as the original
insurer is not qualified or equipped properly to serve the policy-
holder in the event of loss. The amounts involved are small, yet
the principle of reinsurance is present. The insuring company
has transferred all the risk to the reinsurer, although it
remains liable to the policyholder.
2) COINSURANCE.
Where a risk is quite large, several underwriters
group themselves into an association for the purpose of spreading
the risk over the organization. A policy is issued in the name
assumed by the group, and the group as a whole is liable; further,
not only are they jointly liable as a group, but severally, as
1. See post pp. 68-69
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individual oompaniee. The policy issued is a joint and several
contract under which, even though all hut one of the companies
might be insolvent, the assets of the one may be reached for
satisfaction. The agreement, however, contains the amounts for
which the underwriter makes himself liable and his liability
to the association does not exceed that figure. The premiums
are distributed to the member companies in proportion to the
liability underwritten.
This plan is employed usually when the risk is of a
very hazardous nature. All the resources of the group are combined
while the risk is divided. There are, however, a sufficiently
large humber of such risks to cause the permanent organization
of this type of reinsurers. The Associated Companies, organized
in 1915, carried on the casualty insurance business through a
central office which contained facilities for administration
and an engineering department. Twenty-two mutuals formed the
New England Mutual Fire Underwriters. They are sound in princi-
ple and offer a high degree of safety for the ins\ired under the
joint-and-several obligation of the agreement.
3) FACULTATIVE REINSURANCE,
When there is no preexisting agreement between the
original insurer and the reinsuring agency, but the risk is
written then reinsured as to excess, the plan is called Facultative
Reinsurance. It is a simple insurance transaction arising out of
the need of the original insurer for assistance in carrying the
risk. The first form of reinsurance employed by carriers, it was
naturally looked upon with favor and as an insuring necessity.
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but as other plans developed, faoultatiTe reinsuranoe came
to be looked upon with some skepticism. As it operates today,
the insurance carrier goes into the open market and offers the
risk to other companies. Sometimes the excess is divided among
several ?rriters. The method may simply be a way of opening further
reinsurance negotiations between itself and some other, but as
now practiced, the probability is that the insurer has a risk
which it does not desire to retain entirely. It may have had
to write the risk hurriedly and without proper investigation.
If the direct writer can dispose of a portion the reinsurer also
investigates the risk to ascertain its desirability. Facultative
Reinsurance, although flexible and susceptible of being fitted to
any policy written is a haphazard affair in this day of Reinsur-
ance Treaties.
The excess having been reinsured with a group of
insurers, the calculation of the premium payable to each pre-
sents a problem, inasmuch as the premium rate decreases as the
limits of liability increases. Manual rates are consulted sind
the rate used is that applicable to the specific portion of the
excess that ihe underwriter has accepted; for example, The X Y Z
Corporation insured in a general liability company with limits
of $20,000/40,000, that is, not over $20,000 will be paid to
any one person, and not more than $40,000 for any one accident.
The B Insurance Company wishes to retain $10,000/20,000. If
Companies C and D take the excess, C writing up to $15,000/30,000
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ajid D to $20,000/30,000, C will receive the premium charged for
the portion between $10,000/20,000 and $15,000/30,000, while D
receives the amount charged for coverage from $15,000/30,000 to
$20,000/40,000. Minimum premiums are provided so that the
return to the reinsurer will be aiough to pay for writing the
reinsurance certificate.
REINSURANCE TREATIES.
An outgrowth of facultative reinsurance is the
reinsurance treaty. The natural result of the continued rein-
suring between companies, in which a separate contract was written
on each reinsured risk, was a desire to reduce the work and
thus decrease the amount of work required and the expense.
It was considered better to arrive at a bargain under a
contract between the companies with all their terms modified and
their positions made cleatr. The result has been that two
companies agree to reinsure each other *s risks or that one will
reinsure those of the other. Two types of treaties provide the
way in which this may be done. The ’’open” type simply contains
the terms under which such business, if accepted, will be
written. The "fixed” type is an agreement between the two companies
that insurance above specified limits will be reinsured.
The fixed type is of great advantage to the reinsurer
because he then is to receive all the desirable risks as well
as those which the original insurer feels are better reinsured;
and the insurer in turn knows that even more hazardous risks
will be accepted without having to resort to facultative rein-
surance. In transferring the liability the original insurer
"cedes" the reinsurance to the reinsurer who in turn "accepts" it.
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When he reinsures a portion of the liability ceded to him, he is
said to “retrocede'’ it to a "retrocessionaire."
Every company with which the writer is familiar is a
party to reinsurance treaties. Especially in the field of Work-
men's Compensation are they well known. An- example of the method
and terms used may be taken in the Transit Mutual Insurance Com-
pany, a self-insurer. The Transit has a reinsurance treaty with
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Boston. The Boston
Elevated Railway of Boston insures its employees \ander the
Workmen's Compensation Act with the Transit. The Transit, under
its treaty reinsures the excess with the Liberty of all liability
over $50,000. The Liberty Mutual in turn reinsures with Lloyds
of London up to a limit of $1,000,000. The Transit is the
"ceding" company, the Liberty the "aoceptorf" The transaction
between the Liberty and Lloyds of London is a "retrocession," and
the Lloyds is a "retrocessionaire." The liability of the
Transit Mutual up to $50,000 is the "retention."
Reinsurance treaties are gentlemen's agreements between
the parties. The treaty provides that disputes which arise under
the contract will be submitted to a board made up of three members,
one from each of the companies and the third appointed by the
two. The decision of the board is said to be final ^ but there
is a clause permitting court action, otherwise the agreement to
1. Michelbacher - Casualty Insurance Principles. P. 499.
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arbitrate would be void as ousting the court of its jurisdiction.
REINSURANCE POOLS.
Continuing in the development of reinsurance*
the pool became the outgrowth of the reinsurance treaty. Insur-
ance is ceded in the same way as in the case of treaties, but the
"accepting” reinsurer is a group of insurance ccmipanies cooperating
to bear the excess burden. Formed in the manner of a syndicate,
each member company subscribes to specified limits of liability
above a base according to the Pool agreement in an agreed propor-
tion to the stipulated portions, of all the other members, that
is, each shares in the liability assumed by the Pool according to
agreement. A syndicate made up of ten members may undertake
to reinsure liability on a Workmen *e Compensation policy in
excess of $50,000 up to a limit of $100,000. Member A may
assume one-fifth, or $10,000, member B one-twentieth, or $2500,
and the remaining members, one-tenth each or at the rate of
$5,000 of liability. Should a loss of $75,000 occur the original
insurer pays $75,000 then claims $25,000 from the Pool. Company
A is liable for $5,000, Company B for $1,250, Company C for
$1,250 and the others for $2,500 each. The Pool remits the funds
from its resources and taxes the members according to their
agreement. The premium is divided according to the liability
underwritten. Ccxapany A receiving one-fifth, B one-twentieth
and so on.
The Reinsurance Pool seems to bear a startling resem-
blance to Coinsurance, but in the latter the groups are original
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insurers, reinsuring with each other, while remaining jointly and
severally liable. In the Pool the original insurer remains liable
throughout for the entire limit written, and the Pool reinsures
only the excess over a specified limit, each member of the syndi-
cate being liable to the direct-writer for his subscribed share.
There is no limit to the size of the reinsurance pool and its
possibilities are tremendous. The operations are usually in the
hands of a pool maneiger and administration offices are centralized
for accounting and statistical work, and for inspection and
engineering facilities. Its security is greater than that of
any other class of Reinsurers, but the fact should not cause the
insured to feel that because he is reinsured in a Pool he need not
worry. He should not overlook investigating the member companies
and the manager as well as his own company.
REINSURANCE COMPANIES. (D
Reinsurance reaches its height in Corporations organized
for the sole purpose of reinsuring risks written by other
companies. Although the bulk of their business is in accepting
liability on life insurance policies over a specified amount,
casualty reinsurance companies have also reached a place of
prominence in the insurance scheme. Originating in Europe, the
movement extended to this country which boasts several, such
corporations at the present time.
They operate by means of all the plans here discussed
except that of coinsurance. They accept facultative reinsurance
to a limited degree, and most of them are members of reinsurance
pools* All are parties to reinsxirance treaties and most of their
(1) See Appendix 103
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business comes from companies so transacting business with them.
Some companies have several reinsurance treaties not only with
direct writers, but also with retrocessionaires with whom the
reinsurance company reinsures in turn. Some assume the aspect of
reinsurance brokers; the American Reinsurance Company, for example,
in 1931 had earned premiums of over ij millions of dollars while
their net retention on all lines was less than 2 millions. Such
a sitiiation is \musual, however, although the Company is so\md
o
and enjoys a policyholders rating of A (excellent). The General
Reinsurance Corporation, with whom many Massachusetts companies
reinsure, is somewhat larger than the American Reinsurance
Company and is in very good condition. The organization differs
somewhat in that the Corporation owns or controls several subsid-
iary insurance companies and writes reinsurance on excess in
practically all casualty lines.
1. 1932. Be 8 1fe Insurance Reports, p. 42.
2. 1932. Best *8 Insurance Reports, p. 11.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART II.
Having considered the common types of insurance, we
turn to the attempt of business concerns to eliminate part of
the expense and to arrange for the distribution of any profits
accruing as a result of their insurance operations.
The stimulus given to self-insurance plans by state
legislation has been tremendous, since statutory requirements
seldom heed the conscientious, desirable risk, but ruthlessly
include him in groups containing the more -undesirable. Such
legislation, however wide-spread, is not generally the same or
even similar so that the consequent variance in administration
is to be expected. The chapter entitled "Insurance in States"
is for the purpose of acquainting the reader to some extent
with the public sentiment that certain lines of insurance must
be taken by entire groups.
The success with which some producers have distinguished
themselves from others in the classification into which they
have been forced by statutes or by necessity from their situa-
tion is illustrated by examples of self-insurers. Whatever
expense there is to operating, such a plan is borne by the
insurant, although indirectly, and the profits are a part of
the income of the parent company.
The writer has included a discussion of the "Attitude
of Text-writers" because of the common tendency among them to
disregard the patentialities of the scheme. Millions of dollars
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are represented in the application of this method, thousands of
workers or huge property holdings are affected. It can not be
overlooked that where Public Self-insurance is employed every
tax-payer is touched in his most tender spot, his pocketbook,
while the number of Private Self-insurers is large and the
reg\ilar insurance companies, either because of dissatisfaction
on the part of the self-insurer, or as a result of lower cost
and greater efficiency through proper- administration of the
plan, are deprived of an appreciable amount in premiums.
Although State funds are often called a form of self-
insurance, they are not considered so for the purposes of this
report; scant attention, therefore, is accorded them. Strictly
speaking, self-insurance operates when the insurer and insured
are one.
The writer wishes to acknowledge his gratitude to Mr.
Charles Horan, General Manager of the Arrow Mutual Liability
Insurance Company, and to Mr. ^^alph C. Bush, Manager of the
Transit Mutual Insurance Company, for their very valuable assis-
tance in giving him information, and also in reviewing the
manuscript of this section; their advice has been invalxxable.
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INSURANCE IN STATES.
The social Importance of insurance has bee erne so
great during the last quarter century that state legislatures
have recognized the necessity for either creating public in-
surance funds or fircing the public to carry certain types of
insurance. The thought behind their action is sound. There will
always be legislators who will attempt to extend a beneficial
principle beyond its usefulness as is the case with some unem-*
ployment insurance plans, Ixit on the whole the results accomplished
through compulsory insurance legislation have been fairly good.
Funds of various kinds are found throughout the
coTintry. As expressed by Doctors ^^iegel and Loman, "This
fund assumes practically the form of a mutual managed by the
state. In some states, the fund is monopolistic, permitting
no other company to write the risks, which are compelled to
insure with the state. Others are competitive, offering lower
rates to the policyholders than are possible with stock or
mutual companies. Their success has not been general, although
there is a high degree of diversification in the lines written.
O
As listed by ^avid McCahan, they are,
l^orkmen’s Compensation
Teachers* Retirement
State Employees* Retirement
Hail Insurance
Bank Guaranty
1. "insurance Principles and Practice."
2. State Insurance in the United States,
University of Pennsylvania Press 1929.
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Public Deposits Guaranty
Public Property Insurance
Life Insurance
Torrens Title Insurance
Public Official Bonding
The carrying of some lines of insurance has been made
compulsory in other states. Workmen's Ccanpensation Acts, passed
in the period from 1911 to 1915, gave impetus to the insureince
movement and resulted in the creation of a nmber of new com-
panies, and the reorganization of old. The first acts^ passed
compelling the employer to insure against accidents in industry
were declared unconstitutional. The employing interests were
the stumbling blocks to the early operation of ccanpensation
laws.
Under the common law there were three defenses to an
action by an employee for injuries received in his employment.
The employer might set up
1. That the injury was caused by the nasgligence of
a fellow servant, or
2. That the injury was caused with the contributory
negligence of the employee, or
3. That the employee had assumed the risk.
Although the injured employee might show that the employer
was negligent, if the latter successfully proved that any one
of the three elements were present, the employee could not
maintain his action. It was the contention of the employer that
* * * « «
1. Maryland (1904). New York (1910). Montana (1909).
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legislation which abrogated what he considered his rights was
in violation of the constitutional provision for the protec-
tion of life, liberty, and property of which he could not be
deprived "without due process of law."
1
In New York Central Railroad Co. vs. White, the U.S.
Supreme Court, however, said in substance that employers of
labor had no "vested right" to the defenses, that they were
neither property rights nor a guaranteed right of liberty.
These "rules .... are not beyond alteration by legislation in
the public interest." Since the action by the employee was in
Negligence, the Court held that "irrespective of negligence
in the ordinary sense," legislatures might bind the employers to
the exercise of certain duties to the employee, decision
also answered the plea that such Acts violated the const! tu-
2
tional provision that "freedom of contract shall not be impaired^
but the Court placed its answer on the grounds of benefit to the
public interest. Citing Holden vs. Hardy, 169 U.S. 366, it
continued, "When the individual health, safety and welfare are
sacrificed or neglected, the state must suffer."
A very important discussion in the decision is regarding
the right to "trial by jxiry." It is popularly presumed that
such trial by a litigant is to be had for the asking, but the
Supreme Court expressed the opinion that the particular state
(Iowa) "is as much at liberty as any other state to abolish or
* ***** 1^
1. 243 U. S. 188; 61 Lawyers Ed. 667.
2. See Daniel Webster's Argument in "Dartmouth College Case."
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limit the right of trial by jury or to provide for a waiver of
that right, as it is done by the act under consideration.”
There were other methods, however, of settling the
questions. Some states, as Massachusetts, made the act elective,
that is, the employer could refuse to insure under the Workmen's
Compensation Act if he so chose, but his refusal automatically
deprived him of the common law defenses previously modified under
Employers' Liability statutes. The Supreme Court found in the
case cited^ that this was not a form of duress so long as the
employer had a choice of actions, even though the defenses were
incidentally abolished. There is some modification, however,
for the employer's benefit of the second defense, that is, that
the negligence of the employee contributed to causing the injury.
Some states permit the employer to set up as a defense that the
wilful negligence of the employee caused the accident. In
Massachusetts, a further qualification was stated in Ashton
O
vs. The Boston and Maine Railroad, in which it was held that
the employer, who was not insured under the Workmen's Compensation
Act, was not liable when the employee assumed the risk in
his contract of employment, commonly called the “contractual
assumption of risk.” The defense that was abolished is the
“consent” of the employee as described in the Latin phrase,
"volenti non fit injuria.” The plaintiff co\ild not recover
although having worked in a severe storm continuously some
* « * * « «
1. “Op. cit. p. (previous re. 243 U. S. 188). P. 47, n.l.
2. 222 Mass. 65.
3. “He is not injured who consents.”
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seventy-two hours, his fatigue caused him to fall against high
voltage wires during his employment.
The benefits of the Acts have been greater than the
original proponents hoped for. All but five^ of the forty-eight
2
states have provided by statute for compensation to injured
workmen. None of the five is an industrial or manufacturing
state but they are largely agricultural. Of the forty-three,
twelve have compulsory compensation laws, while thirty-one have
3
elective; in two of the latter insurance is not required.
1. Bulletin 423, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2. Arkansas, Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, Mississippi.
3. See map, page 50.
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CHAPTER VII
THE ATTITUDE OF TEXT-WRITERS.
Throughout the history of commerce, business men have
attempted to avoid the cost of insuring with regular insurance
carriers. The good risk with sound management was not usually
the one to try to deviate fcom the established practice of having
its chance of loss underwritten by professional insurers; rather
it was the less careful merchant whose sole desire was to reduce
expense who overlooked first principles and did not consider
whether or not hie exposure was sufficient. Occasionally, however,
among merchants who sent a large number of ships to sea one was
found who successfully carried on a self-insurance plan. When most
of the ships were at widely separated ports or on the seas the
possibility of catastrophic loss was reduced to a minimum. Here
is the ideal “spread of risk," not only in numbers, but also in
geographic location. It is when the conditions which surrounded
the enterprise are similar that self-insurance operates success-
fully.
Most text-writers have frowned on an enterprise carrying
its own risk although there is a tendency among more recent
writers to accord the plan more than passing notice. Mam Smith
could see possibilities of accomplishment where the operations
are on "a sufficient scale to become subject to the law of averages
or the law of large numbers." E. R. A. Seligman, however, termed
2
self-insurance "fallacious" unless undertaken by "immense corporations"
1. "An inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations"
Adam Smith, Minburg, 1835.
8. Principles of Economics." Edwin R. A. Seligman, New York 1915.
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According to him, insurance is the "transfer and reduction of
risk." He says that "if anyone takes out an insurance policy
he frees himself from an existing uncertainty and transfers the
risks to someone who is more qualified and ready to assume it."
The truth of the statement oeui not be doubted, but there are
instances in which the "immense corporafc ioiB, " if not more qual-
ified, have at least been ready to assume the risk themselves.
Doctor Kulp,^ although recognizing the obvious advantages to
the scientifically administered self-assumption of insurable
hazard, warns that "in practice, too often, self-insurance is
only another name for no insurance because of the ridiculous
ease" with which such a plan may be undertaken, especially as
permitted by statutes where, although Insurance is compxilsory as
in states requiring Workmen* s Compensation insurance, pre-
requisites for self-insuring are few. Frederick L. Hoffman,
althongh including a section titled "^’allacies of ^elf-insurance"
is forced to admit that "?rith a sufficiently large exposure of
risk to secure practically the same results as would be ex-
,,2perienoed in the case of a small insurance company
,
the plan
should succeed. He expressed doubt as to whether the s elf-
insurer could perform the functions of the insurance company, and
if possible at all, if the insurance company could not do so
at lower cost.
They are the stock fears of most of those who consider
»«**«**
1. ’’Casualty Insurance," C. A. Kulp, A.M. Ph.D. New York 1928.
2. ’’Insurance Principles and Practice." Riegel and Loman, New York
1931.
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the plans, namely, that the enterprise will not have sufficient
incentive to maintain the plan with a normal degree of efficiency.
It is felt that sufficient reserves will not be created and that
premiums will not be paid. The argument is well fo\mded. Since
it is optional with the enterpreneur to insure or not as he
please, it becomes too easily a means of reducing premiums to a
minimum and then to nothing. But the abuses of a plan that has
worked out should not deter the property-owner or employer from
observing its advantages. Doctor Riegel suggested that "instead
of assuming all the risk of self-insurance, it would be wiser
for many business men to assume this risk gradually, combining
one-tenth self-insurance with nine-tenths insurance the first
year, one-fifth self-insurance with four-fifths insurance the
second year, and so on until the object they have in mind is
fully attained."^
y
Among the advantages of self-insurance are the absence
of commissions paid to an agent for writing the insurance. Since
they amount to between ten and twenty per cent of the premium,
a substantial saving is immediately possible. There is the further
possibility of saving considerable part of the forty per cent
expense loading which is a part of the premium charged by the
insurance company. Then, too, in forms of accident insurance
required by law there is the greater incentive of the employer for
accident prevention. The insured "operates the insurance fund;
he has it entirely within his own control at all times and can
p
regulate the amount spent for expenses."
1. "Insiirance Principles and Practice." Riegel and Loman, New York 1931.
2. Riegel and Loman (supra).
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It must be remembered that there is a distinction
between bearing one*s own risk and self-insuring . The former
is not insuring at all; it is simply taking a chance that
losses will not occur. The latter is a form of insurance in
which proper machinery for administration of a scientific plan
is set up according to recognized insurance principles. Many
of the disadvantages of self-insurance belong in the first,
although negligent organization of the plan may cause it to retro-
grade to a more haphazard affair in which premiums are not
collected, losses neglected and general failure results.
1 2
Michelbacher applies the same test as does Frederick L. Hoffman
“Would an insurance company with the same resources and assuming
the same risks probably be a financial success?”
Practically all agree that where the exposure is great
enough for the operation of the “law of large number8“ self-
insurance may be successful. If it is property insurance such
as fire protection on buildings, not only their number, but also
their location in respect to each other and to surrounding
buildings is of great importance. Where it is group or Workmen*
s
Compensation Insurance, the test is the same. The underlying
peril in all forms of insurance is the possibility of catastrophe
which might entirely destroy either buildings or persons. Such
events are rare but frequent enough to cause the organization
of Insurers formed to perform the f\inction of carrying the
« *
1. “Cas\ialty Insurance Principles”. G. F. Michelbacher, New York 1930.
2. Supra.
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ertra-hazardous risk. A consideration of these companies is found
in an earlier section. The benefits of self-insurance in combin-
ation with shifting the burden of excess losses to other carriers
are discussed later.
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CHAPTER Till
PUBLIC SELF-INSURANCE.
SELF-INSURANCE ON PUBLIC PROPERTY.
The American taxpayer has paid for the erection
and maintenance of a large number of public buildings of
widely varied construction. Not only does the public own
the monumental Capitol, but also the frame one-room experi-
mental station set up in the State waste land, and other
buildings, differing greatly in value and design. The Federal
government houses itself in the Capitol at Washington and the
White House, and looks out upon the Congressional Library,
Lincoln Memorial, and the Washington Monument. Temporary
guests of our Government are housed at Atlanta and Leavenworth.
From these huge buildings it is a far cry to the forest
rangers* cabin in the hills, but the taxpayer is as financially
interested in the small as the large. He leaves the care
of his possessions to the legislators, but seldom seems to
realize that those buildings require as much diligent effort
8Lnd care as does his own home. The careful home-owner would
not permit his insurance on his property to lapse, but all
too frequently forgets that the chance of loss exists for all
the property that he owns with other citizens. Should the
legislator, who views public buildings as he does his own
home, study the problem of protection with the same zeal,
the risk of loss to the taxpayer would be lessened.
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David McCahan lists the States as follows:^
Nine carrying no insurance whatever:
Illinois New Hampshire
Kansas New York
Massachusetts Oklahoma
Mississippi Rhode Island
Nebraska
Three follow the same general practice but maJce a few
exceptions in the case of buildings subject to a particularly
severe hazard.
Missouri Washington
Ohio
Two had self-insurance funds but have abandoned the
system.
Michigan Minnesota
The State of Texas, although in violation of resolutions
to the contrary, insures with private companies.
pTwelve® have forms of self-insurance, altho\agh two of them.
New Jersey and Vermont, are protected by private companies until
emergency funds are built up. Of these twelve, five have
strictly self-insurance forms of protection.
Alabama South Carolina
Florida Wisconsin
North Dakota
All the twenty-one other states insure thro\igh private
companies authorized to transact business within the state.
• * « « 4i
1.
” State Insurance in the United States, David McOaiian,
Philadelphia, 1929.
2. The remaining five are Colorado, Iowa, Oregon, South
Dakota, and Tennessee.
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Generally the inexiring of public buildings has been
done carelessly. Michigan created a state fund in 1918 by act
of the Legislature. Up to July, 1920, paid-in premiums amounted
to $400,000, but subsequent losses have reduced the fund to
$25,000. No other premium has been paid into the fund, nor has
any appropriation been made to the fund since July 1920. The
State of Minnesota was a self-insurer until 1919, having prohibited
insurance in regular companies. In 1919 no appropriation was
made and there has been none since. Two normal schools were
destroyed by fire in 1922, and the legislature was asked to
appropriate $1,000,000 to cover the loss.
Uusually the attempt to insure State property has been
merely a gesture. There is no reason why a combination of self-
insurance and either an emergency reserve fund or a reinsurance
contract could not be carried on successfully, other than possible
laxity in the administration of the plan.
Indiana, which insures with private companies, has never
deviated from the opinion that ins\irance is” a specialized
business and can be more safely and economically administered by
insurance companies than otherwise” and are ” opposed to self-
insurance” for that reason.^
Those opposed to any form of state fund or self-insurance
point to the State of Idaho as an example of profitable insurance,
inasmuch as losses in that state exceeded premiums paid, but up to
1. Statement of John C. Kidd, Commissioner of Insurance, State
of Indiana.
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1926 those states operating \mder self insurance funds had done
so with marked success as the chart on page 60 indicates.
There has been no serious loss in any of these states
since that time so these figures still are of value. In three
of these states it will be noted that reinsurance is resorted to
in order to cover catastrophe.
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CHAPTER IZ
PRIVATE SELF-INSURANCE

CHAPTER IX
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PRIVATE SELF-INSURANCE
GENERAL EXCHANGE INSURANCE CORP. (1)
The automobile industry, not only in the United States
but throughout the world, leads most other industries in pro-
duction. Time payment plajis were found to be particularly
applicable to automobile sales. General Motors, as one of the
leaders in the industry, founded the General Motors Acceptance
Corporation to provide funds to dealers with which to purchase
General Motors cars from the factory and also to finance cars
sold on deferred, or time payment plans. The Acceptance Cor-
poration considered the application of the purchases presented
by the automobile dealer and approved the risk in most sales.
The information required from the purchaser, supplemented by
any knowledge in the possession of the dealer provided the
Acceptance Corporation with sufficient material on which to
base approval or disapproval of the application for credit.
The three party contract sitpulated that, should the
purchaser default in payments, the balance became due and payable,
and it was for the dealer to repossess the car. The plan theo-
retically seemed sound, inasmuch as the dealer was protected
under a form of insurance called ‘'three *C' coverage," against
conversion, confiscation, or collision. - If the purchaser, before
having completed his payments, sold the car to another who
subsequently could not be located, the dealer was not responsible
(1) See Appendix F, Page 104
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for the unpaid balance. So also where cars were used in illicit
traffic and apprehended by the law, and the dealer found it
impossible to repossess, the Acceptance Corporation did not hold
him liable. More frequent, however, were cases where cars were
involved in serious accidents and damaged to a great degree.
Here the dealer, usually in a position to recover the car, was
paid for whatever repairs were necessary.
The coverage, however, was found not fully to protect
the dealer, and was a source of considerable expense to the
Corporation. Although the first two contingencies were not in-
frequent, the fund created by payments by the dealers covered the
loss. The third, however, was a source of constant friction
between dealer and purchaser, and dealer and corporation. The
purchaser could not, usually, conceive of any sound reason why
he should continue the payments on a damaged car, although re-
quired so to do by law, and most dealers were not financially able
to bring suit when requested by the Acceptance Corporation.
Having brought the oar to his shop the dealer msiny times re-
paired not only the damage from the collision which had occurred
to make the action necessary, but completely overhauled the car,
then expressed his desire to the Corporation that it pay the
bill.
The Corporation tried manfully to convert credit men
into experts in automobile repairing, but the relationship
between the dealer and the credit man was such as to decrease
any benefit from proper perusal of the bill. The primary obligation
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of the Corporation employees was, and still is, to keep the
dealers, realizing that the entire organization depended on
the sale of cars. Disagreements were bound to occur and the
credit men found themselves frequently at sword* s point with
the dealers in their territory. The situation was worse when a
car was burned or stolen. Neither the dealer nor the Corporat ion
employee could investigate properly. There were dealers who
would not sell a car on time iinless the purchaser obtained a
fire and theft policy, but if the Corporation and dealer were
not named as parties at interest the Insurer was free to pay the
amount of the loss to the p\ircha8er.
It was this state of the relationship among dealer,
purchaser and finance company which caused the Acceptance
Corporation to organize and incorporate in 1925 the General
Exchange Insurance Corporation. In July, 1925, it was licensed
by the Insurance Department of the State of New York, and began
business in 1925. The General Motors Acceptance Corporation
owns all the capital stock except that owned by the directors as
* 1
required by law. As described in Best*s Insurance Reports,
the "Insurance Corporation" writes fire and theft insurance on
time sales of automobiles financed by the General Motors Accep-
tance Corporation. Admitted assets^ are $13,514,061.35, while
capital and surplus are $4,845,408.72.
One of the best examples of a cojcporation self«-insuring
through a subsidiary corporation, it has achieved remarkable success.
* * « « «
1. Be8t*s Casualty Insurance Reports, 1932.
2. As of Dec. 31, 1931.
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The rates at which the corporation writes insurance, as filed
with the New York State Department, are between 10^ and 15^
below those of the National Automobile Underwriters' Association
at the present time. In 1931, the rates filed were 25^ below
those of the association.
Fire and theft insurance must be placed on every car
financed through the General Motors Acceptance Corporation,
known to the industry as G. M. A. C. If the General Exchange
Insurance Corporation does not underwrite the risk, coverage must
be obtained elsewhere with the written approval of an authorized
agent of the insuring subsidiary. Very few purchasers place
their insurance with other insurers, not only because of the
G. E. I. C. rates are appreciably lower, and payment is usually
deferred over the time payment period, but because frequently
the buyer of a car financed through G.M.A.C. does not know that
the car will be so covered. He is agreeably surprised when, in
informing the dealer that a fire has occurred or the car has been
stolen, that the adjuster will call on him within a short time.
In the Insurance Reports,^ G.E.I.C. is listed as
writing automobile fire and theft, property damage, collision
and tornado. Comparatively few property damage policies are
issued, however, since the Corporation does not operate so much
to protect the purchaser as to indemnify the dealer and the
Acceptance Corporation. Property Damage is "third-party” insurance,
that is, the car owner is protected against liability for damage
* * * * « « *
1. Ibid
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caused to the property, real or personal, of another by the
negligence of the driver. The other kinds of insurance are
grouped under what is known in the organization as A. P, D.
,
All Physical Damage. Practically every possible means of
accidental damage to an automobile is included in the coverage,
hail, wind, airplane, with certain qualifications as to dis-
1
tance from an airport, flood and others. Unlike Fire and Theft,
p
with which tornado is included at a flat charge, A. P. D. is
not compulsory. The field men of the Acceptance Corporation
constantly urge the dealers in their territory to place the
additional coverage on all cars sold. Approximately half the
policies issued cn time sales include collision Insurance.
The underwriting department finds its work simplified
by the system of reciprocity between 0. M. A. C. and G. E. I. C.
The offices usually are together and interchange of employees is
frequent. In fact, the Corporations have mutual directors and
in some offices the same employee works for both. The applica-
tion for credit has provided on its face space for a request for
insurance. All the information appertaining to a purchaser *s
desirability as a credit risk is of value in determining whether
or not he will be a good insurance risk. Al>though the credit
man is more interested in the moral hazard primarily, the
Underwriter for the Insurer has the greater part of his work
accomplished when he knows that the Insxired is acceptable to
the Acceptance Corporation. There is little additional information
1. Occasionally the Boston Office receives claims for damage to
oars parked on Cape Cod, which, inbedded in the sand, are
caught in a rising tide.
2. $1.25 for cars valued at $100 or less. $2.50 for cars valued
over $100.
Ii
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any insurance aigent might provide in an application for a policy
from the regular insurance carrier. G. E. I, C« does, however,
in the larger offices, employ a Chief Underwriter-Accountant
who is directly responsible for all accounting and statistical
work in the office, and who supervises the issuance of policies.
To him every morning are brought the "offerings” approved by
the credit man the day before. These are folders made up of
the i)urchaser*s application for credit, all correspondence which
has passed between the Acceptance Corporation and the dealer
relative to the purchase, and a request for covereige. Not only
does the Underwriter ascertain that the risk is insurable by
G. E. I. C. but he also may discover some \indesirable feature
of value to G. M. A. C. His is not a close inspection, however,
and requires but little time.
Investigation and adjustment of claims is carried on
with the primary purpose of holding the purchaser as a future
buyer of General Motors cars. An accident, fire, or theft having
been reported, the adjuster finds the dealer of inval\iable
assistance in locating the insured, witnesses, and other persons
involved. The dealer knows the locality and desires to .help
whether or not he sold the car. As soon as the adjuster has
determined that the loss did not occur because of the wilful
misconduct of the insured, he arranges for repairs. If possible
he returns the car to the original dealer, but if not, he has the
car taken to the nearest General Motors dealer. He inspects the
car closely and prepares a repair order on which are noted all
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the parts to be replaced or repaired and, with the consent of the
p\irchaser, directs the dealer to proceed-. The three parties
at interest are together so that liftle difficulty is encountered
in adjusting the claim.
So it is, then, that management expenses are "abnormally
low. The well-rounded organization of General Motors
Corporation and its subsidiaries is responsible also to a great
measure.' The Corporation manufactures the car and sells it
to a dealer who borrows the funds for the purchase from General
Motors Acceptance Corporation. When he sells the car, he
arranges for the purchaser to borrow from the Acceptance Corpora-
tion so that he in turn may repay his loan. If a loss occurs
to the oar, the purchaser presents a policy from the General
Exchange Insurance Corporation, the premium for which was paid
by the Acceptance Corporation, and the name of G. M. A. C. appears
as one of the parties insured with those of the dealer and
the purchaser. It is an intimate combination that has proved
satisfactory to all the persons interested in the purchase of
a General Motors oar.
1. Best*s Casualty Insurance Reports, p. 172
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TRANSIT MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
^
In Massachusetts, under General Laws, chapter 152,^ section
53, any mutual liability insurance company authorized to do
business in this commonwealth may • . . distribute its risks into
groups in accordance with the nature of the business . . . and
. . . fix for such groups , . . all premiums, assessments and
2
dividends. Section 48 a of Chapter 175, provides for the
organization of mutual liability insurance companies for the
purpose of insuring under Clause 6, (e) of Section 47, “the
payment of workmen* s compensation benefits \inder chapter one
hundred and fifty-two. “ Under either subdivision (a) or (d)
(of section 48 a) "ten or more persons, residents of this
Commonwealth, may form a mutual company ..." The paid-up
3
capital required by law must be "not less than one hundred
thousand dollars.
"
Many corporations pay more than $50,000 in premiums
each year for Workmen* s Compensation, such as Hood Rubber
Company in Watertown, General Electric in Lynn, Boston Elevated
4
Railway in Boston, Swift & Company Packers and others. Studies
of the cost of insurance to each of these were made and it
was found that the premium paid by each was in excess of the
nlnimum required by law as paid-in capital in the formation of
a mutual company. There were formed over a period of time
« « m 4i •
1. Tercentenary Edition Mass. General Laws. "Workmen *8 Compensation,"
p. 1910.
2. Tercentenary Edition Mass. General Laws. "Insurance" p. 2322.
3. C. 175, 8. 48. "Under the sixth clause." As amended. Previously
$50,000.
4. See Best *8 Insurance Reports.
5. See Appendix G, Page 105
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the Arrow Mutml, the Electric Mutual, Transit Mutual and the
Security Mutual. They have been successful in carrying out their
purpose, namely, to decrease Insurance Expense without impairing
the social advantages of the Workmen’s Compensation Act.
The Transit Mutual Insurance Company^ was organized
and began business on April 1, 1921. Difficulties were en-
coimtered in conforming to the requirements of the law which may
2
be summarized as follows:
1) Paid in Capital must not be less than $100,000.
2) Ten or more persons must be
ft) Residents of the Commonwealth
3
b) Policy holders in the Mutual Company
Under the Statute such companies might "insure
against loss or damage to any property of the insured or against
legal liability for any loss or damage to the property of
another . . . caused by water, hail, rain, sleet, or aaow ....
entering” the premises of the insured. A policy was prepared
covering such losses to the homes of the directors, all of
whom are home-owners, the protection is sold at the rate of $3.00.
Having created the directors-to-be policy holders in the company,
the corporation was complying with the law requiring that the
4
directors be insured in the company. The company having been
• « 41 « « 4i
1. Statistics and information regarding tiis discussion were ob-
tained from Mr. Ralph C. Bush, Manager of the Transit Mutixal
Insurance Company. The quotations are his.
2. Sections 48, 48 a, 49, Chapter 175, G.L.
3. Chapter 155 G.L.
4. See ante p. 35.
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formed, the risks were then reinsured with the Liberty Mutual
Insxiranoe Company, and the Company continues to insure only
the Workmen's Compensation of the Boston Elevated Railway.
In Mutual insurance companies the capital stock as
required by law is represented by premiums paid by policy-
holders, who at the same time are the owners of the corporations^
as are the stockholders of the stock company. The Mutual
Company must then maintain a premium income above the minimum
figure. Inasmuch as the premium charge is based on payroll,
the founders of the Transit Mutual were forced to look far ahead
to consider not only the present position of the Boston Elevated
Railway, but also its future status. How well they planned may
be learned from the following table:
Compensation Premiums - Actual (a)
Number of Employees - (b)
Payroll - (c)
Year Ending (a) (b) (c)
3/31/22 $180,323.70 9046 $16,247,553.
3/31/23 147,998.07 9039 16,044,415.
3/31/24 166,831.68 9475 18,083,396.
3/31/25 173,831,98 8743 18,088,092.
12/31/25 (9 mos.^ 133,377.64 8753 13,298,330.
12/31/26 164,806.68 8821 18,430,107.
12/31/27 151,360.00 8590 17,706.646.
4i * * 4i *
1. 12 months would have been (approximately)
(a) (b) (a)
$177,863.52 8754 $17,731,108.
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Yaar Ending (a) (b) (c)
12/31/28 $156,174.05 8547 $17,500,457.
12/31/29 184,209.27 8077 16,702,661.
12/31/30 126,464.73 7831 16,389,361.
12/31/31 119,085.17 7654 15,724,510.
12/31/32 122,454.11 7182 13,990,981.
The Boston Elevated Railway had previously insured
with the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Boston. For the
year ending June 30, 1920, the full premium paid for Workmen*
s
Compensation Insurance was $278,895.61. On this basis of an
estimated payroll for 1933, the premium to the Transit Mutual will
be $100,000, or $178, 895. 61, less than the last full premium paid
to the Liberty Mutual. There has been, however, a substantial
reduction in payroll for the Boston Elevated Railway since 1920.
In that year, in round numbers, the payroll was $16,800,000 as
compared with $13,990,981 in 1932, a decrease of 17^. It will
be seen that financial advantage in the matter of paying premiums
has accrued, however, when we consider that premium paid has
decreased almost 53^. Furthermore, the Boston Elevated Hailway
pays no other charge to the Transit Mutual. All the latter
company *8 expenses are borne by itself. Management has been
excellent. Not only has the policy of the company been "to
pay promptly in liability cases, refuse payments where . . . there
is no liability and to make satisfactory settlements in border
line olaimsj" ’in the Claim Department, but the investments of
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the company have been selected carefully. Losses shown on the
Company’s books are consistent with current conditions. In
a portfolio averaging $400,000, the estimated loss on all invest-
ments, however, is $73,313. Surplus has been affected, not
only by security fluct\iations but also because the company has
paid $731,164.85 to the Boston Elevated Railway in dividends
beginning June 29, 1928. During 1932, the Directors by vote set
aside $100,000 as a reserve for security fluctuations and other
contingencies.
SURPLUS
Year Ending
3/31/22 $103,634.80
3/31/23 140,090.87
3/31/24 225,945.58
13/31/25 311,058.48
12/31/26 406,297.93
13/31/27 574,385.30
12/31/28 286,893.62 (See Supra)
12/31/29 271,229.60
12/31/30 293,294.51
12/31/31 256.409.87
12/31/32 141,298.59
The Transit Mutual, having been organized by the
Boston Elevated Railway, has practically the seime board of
directors. The intimate connection between the two companies
extends throughout every department. There is no underwriting
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problem. The payroll audit is nominally effected by the Insurer,
but practically it is simply a matter of accepting the figures
of the parent company. There need be no expensive duplication
of work. So it is with the risk itself. The Boston Elevated
Railway has many times won first prize for safety in operating
its traffic department, and the same principle is found in
every department. There is an appreciable safety problem, but
it is capably handled not only by the Insurer and the Employer,
but also by the employees themselves, who, realizing the advantage
to themselves, are trained to report immediately any deviation
from regular routine.
Claim investigation and adjustment are also on a high
plane because of the personal acquaintances and intimacies which
have developed between the two companies. When an employee is
injured in one of the yards the claim blank is prepared and
submitted to the Insurer. It is an easy matter for the investi-
gator to telephone to the yard foreman and inquire into the
character and habits of the man. Little time is required for
the investigation; should the claim be doubtful, less effort is
necessary to adjust the case because of the feeling of all the
employees that they will be treated fairly. The loss ratios
as prepared by the Massachusetts Department of Insurance
demonstrate the efficiency of the Claim Department.
Those of 1931 and 1933 are not published.
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Loss Ratio — As of Dec. 31, 1932 ^
1921 *22 *23 *24 *25 *26 *27 *28 *29 *30 *31
Transit 42 56 50 41 38 47 58 38 38 57
Mutual 60 64 67 56 59 61 63 65 65 71
Stock 69 73 69 63 61 60 62 67 63 68
Combined 65 69 68 60 60 61 62 66 64 69
The resxilt of the increased efficiency is shown in
the expense ratios prepared by the Insurance Department. A large
office force is clearly unnecessary; the underwriting department
exists only in name, and the accounting and statistical work is
done by the parent company. The following exhibit is based on
the ratio of "expense to income," Inasmuch as income is
"premium paid" comparison with the exhibit above of Actual Premiums
will indicate that the Transit Mutual is in a very favorable
position.
Expense Ratio^ 1921 *22 *23 *24 *25 *26 *27 *28 *29 *30 *31 *3
Transit IQ 6 12 9 114 128 129 187 184 183 184 232 226
Average Muttial 248 259 219 207 194 204 199 186 194 203 217
" Stock 436 442 416 408 405 418 416 409 432 429 438
" All Co.*s357 362 319 316 313 319 314 297 299 313 331
The change fromnuttial to self-insurance has benefitted
the Boston Elevated Railway since the formation of the Transit
Mutual Insurance Company. Although the Railway received a 20^
dividend from the Liberty Mutual, the Transit Mutual has earned
a 20^ dividend and an additional saving of $42,593.76 annually,
after deducting shrinkage of security values. The employees have
1. The ratio of ’’Losses incurred”, i.e. the amount paid out on
account of claims, to ”Eamed Premium”
2. The ratio of ”Expenses incurred”, i.e. all expenses including
operating, to ’’Earned Premium”
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been satisfied and the administrators of the Workmen* s Compensation
also feel that the "employees have been treated fairly*"
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ARROW MUTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY^
Another form of self-insurance is carried on within the
Arrow Mutual Liability Insurance Company.^ The Company was in-
corporated under the laws of Massachusetts June 21, 1920, and,
having been licensed, began business on August 21, 1920. As
expressed by Best*s Insurance Reports, ”It was organized by
interests connected with the Hood Rubber Company of Watertown,
Mass." and insures not only the Hood Rubber Company, but also other
"classifications incidental to the rubber business," Among
these are:
Arkwright Corporation
United Rayon Corporation
United Merchants and Manufacturers
Aiken County Stores (South Carolina)
United States Rubber Company
Plymouth Cordage Company
Originally formed, as was the Transit Mutual Insurance Company,
to write the Workmen* s Compensation risk of the parent company,
the Arrow Mutual has extended its operations to meet a demand
by smaller producers of allied lines. The Company is an excellent
example of self-insurance successfully \indertaken, but could not
have existed long after incorporation because of the requirement
for paid in capital, as amended, that the minimum be "not less
than $100,000. Earned premium of the Arrow Mutual Liability
Insurance Company in 1923 was only $79,602.
* « * * *
1. The information and statistics in this section were obtained from
Mr. Charles B. Horan, General Manager of the Arrow Mutual
Liability Insurance Company and from investigation permitted
by him into the Company* s records.
2. Best*s Insurance Reports, Casualty, Surety and Miscellaneous.
3. See^^pt pP‘ e4§6
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By law,^ mutual companies are permitted to distribute
their risks into groups. There is no requirement as to the
number of insurers necessary to form a group, but the Arrow, as
a means of increasing Premium Income, formed a “Cordage Manufac-
turing Group” to which the Plymouth Cordage Company was admitted
as the only member. The permission granted by law also contains
a provision requiring the Insurer, in effect, to maintain the
separate character of the group, fixing therefor “all premiums,
assessments and dividends.” Practically, the larger company
fosters a small insurance company within itself. In order to
fix the premium, the payroll data, classifications and rates
are entirely removed from those of other companies. Separate
accounts are kept for the Cordage Company in all departments
except "administrative expense.” As for all other Workmen*s
Compensation insureds, the premium is first based on an esti-
mate, to be increased or decreased, according to an actual
audit of the insured's payroll. The losses, however, are distinct
from those accruing to any other producer. The amount of ad-
ministrative expense, then, is shared with others in proportion
to the premium earned over the insurance period, while the
actual losses are deducted from the premium income of the
group with the vital qualification, that all the funds of the
Insurer "both actual and contingent, shall be available for
41 III
1. Chapter 152, section 53, General Laws.
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the payment of any claim aigainst the company.” The Insured is
in the position of a small insurance company re-insuring with
a larger. Should a catastrophic loss occur, claimants will not
be limited to the aimount of premium paid by the group, but can
apply all other funds of the Insurer.
The 1929 experience of the Plymouth Cordage Company was
average. According to manual rates (W.C.22) premium was over
$18,000. The first dividend and the balance available for second
dividend was over $13,000.
Cordage Manufacturing Ooup
Members - Plymouth Cordage Company
Income
Workmen *s Compensation Premiums
Less Reinsurance
Excess $15,000 loss
200^ excess loss
$120. 90
91.14
Manufacturers Public Liability
Less Reinsurance
Net Premiums
Losses and Expenses
Compensation Losses Paid
Taxes - State
Administration Expense
Available for dividends
$18,227.73
212.04
$ 1,289.57
161.20
$18,015.69
1.128.37
$19,144.06
$ 2,379.09
195.17
3.350.21 $ 5.924.47
$13,219.59
1. Chapter 152, section 53, O.L
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Under this plan, practically the whole of the premium
for Manufacturers Public Liability, negligible change on account
of accepting the risk having been made in administrative
expenses, has been returned to the Insurer, proof in itself
of a tangible advantage to the Cordage Company* s method of
in8\iring.
It may be that any mutual insurer is permitted to
distribute its risks into groups, and that any similar producer
might so insure. It might be done and to the advantage of
the insured, but the benefits would not be so great; the pro-
portion of administrative expense would be greater. The
Arrow Mutual has but little expense with its home in the Hood
Rubber Company building.
In the Insurance Department *s examination, November
26, 1929, the examiner reported, "It will be noted . . . that the
company *8 loss experience has been very low. This is due in
part to the close relationship between the company and its
principal policyholder, whose facilities are available to the
company at a nominal cost. The large amount of dividends de-
clared accounts for the decrease in surplus, as revealed in
examination." ^
Underwriting expense incurred is very low^ in 1931,
Underwriting expense inc\irred was but $18,957, as compared with
premiums earned of $133,620.46. The Plymouth Cordage Company is
* « *
1. In 1927 a dividend of $250,000 was declared.
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adeq'uately protected and m\ist be deemed to deserve commendation
for its treatment of its employees under the Workmen* s Compensar-
tion, since the Examiners of the Insurance Department of Massa-
chusetts stated that ”a review of the records . . . indicated
that it is faiir and prompt in its treatment of policyholders."
So close has been the relationship between policy-
holder and Insurer that improved ways and means of securing
benefits to employer and employee have been the subject of
research. In 1931, the Arrow Mutual was granted a change tn
its charter to include group health and accident policies.
Certain employers who had withdrawn from the Massachusetts
Workmen* s Compensation Act insured under the new plan effective
as of March 1, 1932. Little experience is available but thus
far the plan has met a high degree of success, and, may mark
an additional departure from statutory provisions.
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OTHER EXAMPLES.
ELECTRIC MUTUAL (1)
One of the youngest companies of those organized as
part of the self-insurance plan of insureds under the Work-
men *s Compensation Act in Massachusetts, the Electric Mutual
enjoys an excellent reputation. Formed in 1927, assets now
total over $500,000, made up almost entirely of “Book
value of bonds and stocks" (brought on the books at Convention
Values), inasmuch as the Company has no real estate or other
fixed assets. The organization is housed in the General Elec-
tric plant in Lynn, Massachusetts.
The General Electric Company is widely known in the
utility and electrical appliance field. At the time the Elec-
tric Mutual began business in 1928, the General Electric
Company had over 20,000 employees insurable under the act.
The payroll was high, well over the minimum requirement of
the law so that formation of the mutua,! company was expedient.
The Mutual now has the same advantages as those companies
discussed previously. Investigation of claims is prompt and
the employees apprently well satisfied with the present
plan. Payments are quickly made where liability is certain, and
doubtful claims are not permitted to accumulate but are
settled with as great a degree of speed as is possible.
Three of the mutual company’s vice-presidents are
•’experienced engineers who manage the General Electric Company’s
(1) See Appendix I, Page 107
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1
plants” so that active safety campaigns are frequent and
losses due to poor equipment or lack of safety devices reduced to
a minimum through their efforts. In the close relationship
between the two companies which is characterized by such a
situation lies the reason for the company* s success. Manage-
ment on the whole is excellent, the investment portfolio is
well diversified, carrying over twice as many bonds as stocks
with a good return to both. Reinsurance is carried with
the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Boston on a lower limit
of $25,000 to an upper of $500,000. Being a mutual, the Eunount
theoretically available for a catastrophe is more than
one million dollars; the contingent liability of the members alone
is almost $200,000, and surplus is over $300,000. Should
2,000 of the employees be killed the company would still
be in a position to pay all the claims.
UNITED STATES MUTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY.
^
The United States Mutual, incorporated in 1915, began
business in 1916. It was formed at a time when the statutory
provision for the organization of such a company was a minimum
paid-in premium of $50,000. The Fore River Shipbuilding Corpora-
tion was the original organizer in order to insure the employers
under the Massachusetts Workmen* s Compensation Act. Successful
in making it profitable for the Corporation to continue as a
self-insurer, the Mutual extended its facilities to others not
* * * *
1. Be8t*s Casualty Insurance Reports 1932, p. 561.
2. See Appendix J, page 108
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capable of forming their own companies. As does the Arrow
Mutual it forms groups to which the other members may belong.
Those permitted to join are to some extent affiliated at
least industrially, with the Shipbuilding Corporation.
To go into its advantages would be merely to repeat
what has been said of other similar companies. The administra-
tion of the United States Mutual has been excellent, showing
dividend rates from the inception of the company to the
present time ranging from 15.4^ to 402.4^. The rate has been
less than 30^ in only one year, from November 1918, to November
1919, and over 40^ in every other year except 1931 when it dropped
to 34.9^. These figures taJce on additional meaning when it
is considered that operations are confined to hazardous indus-
tries in a line of insurance that is constantly increasing in
cost. Premiums earned during the period have hardly more
than doubled, while the loss ratio has maintained an average
of bOfo.
. An additional feature of the United States Mutual
seldom found in others is a 200^ assessment to which the members
are subject. It is provided that, should the company at any
time fail to be in a position to pay its losses and expenses,
policyholders shall be liable to an amount not to exceed twice
the premium paid by them for such losses or expenses incurred
1. From the comparative exhibits arranged by the Company and used
with the permission of Dudley M. Holman, Vice President and
General Manager.
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luring the tiae their policies are in force. Usually the
assessment is of an amount equal to the premium, hut in the
United States, creditors receive an additional protection.
The company writes other lines including general
liability and automobile liability and property damage, but
the culi of its volume is in Worimen’s Compensation. The
latter is reinsured from $7,500 to $530,000 while public
liability ranges from $100,000 to $300,000. The company owns
no stock but confines its portfolio to high-grade bonds, which
consist of 3/4 of the total assets. Administration is excellent
and employees are treated well under the Act.
SECURITY MUTUAL CASUALTY COMPAJTY. (1)
The Security Mutual was formed in 1913 closely
following the passage of the Illinois lorhmen's Coapeiisation
Act as the self-insurer for Swift Packers. It operated efficient-
ly, writing workmen's compensation and liability, and illustrated
the advantages of the move. As time went on, its facilities
were opened to others in the same industry, however, then to
other interests, until at the present time the company writes
several other lines including fidelity and surety, steam
boiler, and accident.
Today the Security Murual operates as a mutual
whose members are carefully selected. In its operations in
Massachusetts it is classed with other self-insurers insofar
as Workmen's Compensation is concerned because of the highly
(1) See Append I L, page 110
\J
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speoiaJLized engineering work for which the selection of risks
has rendered them capable. Through research in their allied
industries, assureds contribute to the success of the company
in this state and obtain for it an excellent reputation. The
branch offices of several of the meat packing interests of
Chicago enjoy comparatively the same position as do home
industries insuring by means of mutual companies owned and
operated by the parent company.
SERVICE MUTUAL LIABILITY INSURANCE COMPANY. (1)
The Service Mutual presents a refinement of the self-
insurance principle in the formation of a mutual organization.
It has been noted in the discussions of the Arrow Mutual and
the United States Mutual that other industries, not financially
strong enough to carry their own risk in this way, were
classified as a group and permitted to insure with the affili-
ated mutual. Dividends are payable to the assureds as a group or
class, and they in turn receive the benefit of the contact be-
tween the mutual and the parent company.
Here, however, the element of protection by the
organizing interest is absent. The gxovips are combined into a
unit for the purpose of enjoying the advantages of management and
selection of risks. The theory underlying the plan is that
each group may be distinct and separate from the rest, while
all are mutually liable on losses. In effect the association
is a number of ‘'dividend” groups employing a common manager.
(1) See Appendix K, page 109
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each group being a mutual company administered by him.
Although the plan may be fundamentally sound it has
not been very successful. The members have considerable
power, while the administration seems not to have sufficient
interest in the transaction of business. Nevertheless the
catastrophe hazard is provided for in excellent reinsurance
terms, and on very low limit, $10,000 for Workmen* s Compensa-
tion, and $5,000 on automobile.^
The company follows a policy of returning to the members
the earnings from operations as quickly as possible, thus
rendering it difficult to build up an appr eciable surplus
necessary to this type of organization, but inasmuch as the
claims are settled as promptly, the Service Mutual enjoys a
good reputation not only in the opinion of the policyholder,
but also from the point of view of the claimant.
Lest the reader receive the impression that the company
is poorly managed, it must be stated that the Service Mutual
is less than fifteen years old and is capitalized at less than
a half million dollars. Nevertheless it has rendered satis-
factory service to employees of assureds under the Workmen*
s
Compensation and provides self-insurance for those who desire
on a cost plus basis.
A * *
Self-Insurance is not only accomplished by means of
forming an additional corporation to write the risk although
1. That is, the company retains liability up to the limit and
reinsures the excess on all such policies. See Chapter
IV, Reinsurance.
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no other method is as successful in meeting all contingencies.
The Boston and Maine Railroad does not insure its property
for fire nor its employees for Workmen* s Compensation. In-
stead it pays into funds specified as to purpose a sum
equivalent to a premium formerly paid to the regular carrier.
So far it has been fairly successful, but only because it
has been fortunate enough to have avoided catastrophe. Here
is an example of self-insurance approaching a status of
no insurance.
If the plan went further it would be sound. In
New York a few large corporations^who do not insure in the
usual way with carriers of Workmen* s Compensation Insurance
pay a premium into a fund periodically. This fund is sufficient
to pay for losses incurred up to a specified limit. From that
limit insurance is carried; that is, for losses up to |5,000
the employer makes himself liable, but if in the event of
a large loss the amount exceeds that figure, he continues
to be liable for that amount while the insurance company
assumes li8.bility for the excess.
1. From a statement by George A. Cowee, reinsurance expert
for the Liberty Mutual Insurance Company of Boston.
1
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CHAPTER X
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
Self-insurance has a background of economic justifica-
tion. When a promoter finds it possible to install a workable
self-insurance plan he is performing a sound service, for he is
assisting in reducing insurance expense for his client and
thus decreases the price of the commodity produced, effects
a chance to increase wages, or provides an opportunity either
to increase surplus or to pay larger dividends. Whichever of
these is his accomplishment, the position of the insured is
improved.
It is not to be said that self-insurance is bound to
succeed; it is no certainty that any other form of insuring
will remain in operation. Both must be founded on sound
insurance principles. The “law of averages” governs; past
experience has proved that losses will occur - by historical com-
parison it is known they will continue to happen so long as
man exists. They can never be entirely eliminated althoxigh they
may be reduced in severity and number. There has been suffi-
cient research into economic waste due to insurable hazards on
which to estimate very closely the losses of the future. The
conclusions arrived at and the rates prepared are available to
practically everyone.
CASE A.
The producer who wishes to employ a self-insurance
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plan of risk-bearing may estimate the probabilities of success
with comparatively little research and consequent expense.
His first task is to find out how desirable a risk he has been
in the experience of his insurer. Inasmuch as the rates
on which his premium charge has been based are those prom\il-
gated for a certain classification into which his company
falls, he should compare his experience with that of others in
the group to ascertain his relative position with them. If
he is low in the group, that is, below the average af all
the others, he has been obtaining his insurance more cheaply
than those above him; providing the figures warrajit a
prediction for the future, he will continue to be the same
type of risk 4f administration of the company remains the
same. He has paid less than others in the group because, his
loss ratio being high, a greater comparative amount has been
paid out on account of his policy in proportion to the pre-
mium received. If all the others in his group should fall
to insure, and no new business obtained to fill their places,
the rate for his insurance would have to be increased.
CASE B.
On the other hand it may be that he is a highly
desirable risk. In the comparable standings of all the
assureds in a classification his company is among the leaders.
If so, he, with others above the average, is paying more for
r
I-
%
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Ms insurance than the risk inTolred, and is carrying the
poorer risk. His premium, from Ms point of view is excessive;
should he he the only member of the group, the rate could
reasonably be reduced.
TMs comparison is true even where 'merit rating"
is practiced. We may suppose that the upper half of those
above the average are permitted a lower rate because of their
low loss ratios and loss frequencies. Even then, the assured
is still a member of a group and the same conditions apply.
At no time except when he is the sole member, can '•merit
rating*^ be applied 100% to Ms additional desirability.
In whichever case, whether A or B, the producer
may find Mmself, further investigation is necessary. Con-
sidering the organization of Ms insurer, and the usual expense
loading of 4% he must ascertain whether or not he can perform
the same functions (1) at lower cost or (8) more efficiently.
The Case A producer probably will find Ms endeavor at an end
when he considers the cost to Mm at present with what it might
be, but there is a possibility that, because of conditions
peculiar to Ms own productive facilities, location, adminis-
tration or labor problem, he can operate more efficiently in
insuring his own risk than can an insurance company. Here,
however, Ms research must be conducted with the utmost care,
for Ms appreciation of the services rendered by Ms insurer
may be dulled by too much contact .or by prejudice. If he
undertakes his task with an open mind, there is great
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possibility of success for his plan.
The problem is the same for the producer in case B.
Although he is assured of a partial saving in pure premium he
should not overlook the fact that his position may have been
secured largely through the efforts of the engineering and
safety divisions of the insurance company. Having been
associated with the insurer over a long period, he may have
taken the advice of his agent, transmitted to him by the
company, as a matter of course. If the Producer assures
himself that his own efforts have maintained his position,
and that the same condition will continue, he is a step farther
along toward installation of a self-insurance plan.
Having decided that self-insurance might be operated
to their advantage, the producers may find a stumbling-block
in statutory requirements. If they desire to employ a Mutual-^
form of organization, the capital of the new concern is made
up of deposit premium. Although statutes vary, the usual
minimum is $100,000*00. Their premium must, then, be in
excess of $100,000*00, and there ought to be more than a
possibility that that amount will continue, it must approach
a certainty, for the figure was fixed after it was found that
any lower amount was inadequate. If, on the other hand, the
new compajiy is to be a stock company, the self-insure may
arrange for incorporation and then purchase all the stock
except those shares necessary to be owned by the directors
as •*qualifying** shares. In both plans the dividend is payable
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to the parent company, in the mutual as the sole policy-holder,
and in the stock, as the owner of the shares. Control is vested
in the self-insurers hy their very position.
These illustrations serve to simplify the process hy
Tdiich a concern may become a self-insurer hut it should not he
overlooked that the step is most important. Not only should
the firm search records to ascertain the chance of success,
hut should also recognize the possibility of failure. Although
ventures which have been started *^on a shoestring** in a few
cases have risen to favorable positions, generally they have
met with defeat and their collapse has injured others. Such
a contingency is to he avoided. The former insurance carrier
of the prospective self-insurer may have been a leader in the
field; the attempt to emulate it must he founded on a basis at
least comparable with it.
Part of the premium paid by the concern was again
expended for reinsurance of the catastrophe hazard. An investi-
gation of the possibility of doing likewise is a part of the task.
Reinsurance is essential, for the new company is probably to be
small and therefore unable, with its inadequate reserves to meet
a large loss should one occur. There is a form, however, which
may be employed at the outset. Let us assume the existence of
the XYZ Corporation with large factories at ten geographically
distributed points. The form of business is such that the
value of fixed assets such as real estate, buildings, and
machinery, is high, while the number of employees is compara-
•
- \v
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tiTely low. The premium formerly charged for the workmen *s
compensation risk was $150,000.00, so the company retaining
property insurance on the buildings, etc., becomes a self-
insurer on the Workmen *3 Compensation risk. In its charter
it provides that the new company is to be a mutual, and that
assessments may be made on the members of 10 times the cash
premium.
While one of the plants is in operation an explosion
occurs, demolishing the plant and killing scores of workers.
The plant is covered by the property insurance, and the
Corporation therefore sustains no loss from the destruction
of its fixed assets, but the dependents now are claiming
under the Workmen’s Compensation Act, and the total of the
claims for 100 of the workers may easily be $500,000.00.
Without reinsurance with some other carrier to take up the
burden, the liability present on the mutual company’s books
renders it insolvent. The reserves cannot be adequate to pay
the •shock loss**; it would be poor administration if they had
been set sufficiently high. Nevertheless, all the claims may
be paid and the company restored to its normal position. The
Board of Directors, at its meeting, will vote^ to •assess the
members^ an amount sufficient to cover the loss. The possible
liability of the Corporation is $1,500,000.00 plus the reserves,
* * * *
1. If not, a writ of mandamus may be obtained ordering them
so to do.
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and that amount may he reached and applied to satisfy the
claims under the Compensation Act.
Variations of the plan may be employed by any
self-insurer, although reinsurance with another carrier is
practically a necessity in any event, no matter to what amount
the assessment may make the member liable. In the illustration
cited above, the Corporation is not insuring at all over an
ever-changing limit which fluctuates with the financial
stability of the subsidiary mutual company.
Where the ordinary form of reinsurance is employed,
the new company may assure itself of a large degree of safety
by setting up voluntary reserves^ approaching the limit of
liability. When this is done the soundness of the company
is evidenced in a study of its balance sheet. Assets usually
consist solely of investments, while liabilities are made up
of losses incurred and still outstanding, therefore a contingent
liability until paid, statutory reserves and voluntary reserves
out of which to pay losses not yet reported but anticipated.
The reinsurance ceded to another carrier definitely sets the
limit of the liability possible under the policy,^ so that as
the reserves approach that amount so does the probability of
^ ^ « 4i
1. See the discussion of ^Surplus'* in the Transit
Mutual p. (72).
2. As a practical matter, although the ceding carrier
remains liable for the amount written.
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a arudden strain on the cocpany’s resources decrease.
The close relationship hetween the t^wo companies
is the most important reason for the successful operation
of the plan. Located, as most of the subsidiaries are, in
the offices of the parent company, or in small quarters
nearby, contacts betireen the two are many. Prom the point
of view of the insurance companies it is an ideal situation
for which they strive by means of branch office systems
through which they attempt to bring their facilities as
close to the policyholder as possible* Some frown upon the
policy of permitting their employees to remain long at one
place, since they fear too great an intimacy with assureds
and possible collusion in order to defraud, but in the case
of the self-insurer the •one happy family* idea becomes a
reality as is evidenced by almost all companies so operating.
The expense of all the departments excepting the
administration division is reduced materially. Especially
is this true of self-insurers under the Workmen’s Compensation
Act, for the adjuster is usually present at the place of the
injury and his investigation and subsequent adjustment of the
claim thereby facilitated. Almost all the larger factories
maintain first-aid rocans or clinics, so that medical expense
is not duplicated and the injury may be cared for immediatelj''
without the usual delay in convincing the worker that it is
for his own best interests to be treated by the •insurance
company doctor*.
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**Flactories* presupposes engineers who, constantly in
contact v/ith the efficiency problem presented by machinery, do
not have to deviate from their usual duties in discovering and
remedying some hazardous condition in the plant. The periodical,
and all too infrequent visits of the insurers, valuable as they
certainly are, are eliminated in favor of direct supervision
of mechanical conditions at all times without additional
expense*
Accounting and statistical department expense may
be greater than in the insurance carrier vdiere it is simply
a detail with a mass of other work while for the insuring
subsidiary it is relatively important, but if combined with
similar departments of the parent company as it frequentl3'' is
the expense is reduced*
In underwriting, the expense is entirelj'* eliminated
except for rating and issuing the policy. There is no acqui-
sition cost; the insurer simply prepares a policy and issues
it to the self-insurer. The administration is concerned mostly
with only two of the elements found in the large insurance
companies, losses and investments. Its task is to maintain
a low loss ratio and by so doing maintain the security of
the insurance division. Safety campaigns are prepared and
occasional lectures on plant operations are given to groups
of employees. The manager knows the needs of the workers and
constantly in a position to administer to them. IDmnediate action
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is possible for the correction of a defect or the eliicination
of a hazard.
The portfolios of the carri er are usually conservative
and compare quite favorahlj*- with those of large insurance
companies. High-grade Bonds make up the bulk of the investment
program, while some companies include stocks and mortgages.
Inasmuch as the funds available for investment are not large,
little manipulation is possible, atnd a specialist is not
necessary.
Examples of successful self-insurers are present in
many lines of insurance, although all do not operate in the
same way. One method found in large corporations especially
in New York under the State’s Workmen’s Compensation Act, is
illustrated by an instance familiar to automobile owners but
usually not recognized by them. Most insurance companies
writing fire and theft insurance on automobiles also include
a collision coverage. ^ Under this form of policy, the assured’s
car is insured for any loss or damage on account of collision
with some object above a specified limit . The limit named is
•’deductible” from the total amount of damage; the insurer is not
liable, therefore, until the repairs necessary are in excess of
that limit. The coverage is commonly called •’Deductible
1. Some companies write a ••Deduct ible** Theft Coverage
ydiich operates similarly.
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Collision* and is written for limits ranging from $25*00 up,
although the form most usuaJ-ly met is the *$50*00 deductible**
In New York state some manufacturers, dissatisfied
with what they consider a high rate, agree to accept liability
for losses up to a certain specified limit depending on their
ability safely to withstand whatever amount is stipulated*
They reinsure their liability above that figure at much lower
rates and avoid the risk of catastrophe* This might be called
a method of *self-insurance by deduction*, for it is basically
the same as other deductible forms of insurance coverage, and
becomes insurance when the corporation creates a fund for the
contingency and pays premiums into it*
That self-insurance is not fallacious but sound is
a demonstrated fact* Properly administrated, a self-insurance
plan undertaken only when there is a reasonable degree of
certainty of success, will prove of advantage to the entrepreneur*
The combination of a fund, premitans payable into it, and
reinsurance over a limit sufficiently low to remove possible
stress, will assist in solving the insurance problan for many
industries*
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Bonds
carried
on
amortized
basis;
stocks
at
June
30
(Convention)
values
with
reserve
deduction
to
Connecticut
basis.
See
preface.
Assets
not
admitted;
Gross
premiums
in
course
of
collection
effective
prior
to
Oct.
1,
1931,
$367,3E6.82;
bills
receivable,
|l,801.37;
agents*
ledger
balances,
$404,072.50.
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